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Abstract. The electronic representation of terms and conditions in a
contract for a business–to–business (B2B) partnership should be such
that it can be utilized at run time for compliance checking of B2B in-
teractions, ensuring that these indeed match the rights and obligations
that each partner has promised to honour. B2B interactions have several
constraints on timing and validity of messages that need to be satisfied
for their successful completion. Establishing the validity of B2B interac-
tions is made difficult in the presence of software and hardware related
problems. Taking these observations into account, the paper develops
a model to represent contractual rights, obligations and prohibitions of
B2B partners and shows how the events captured from the underlying
messaging middleware can be combined in a careful manner to evaluate
contractual compliance.
1 Introduction
In the business world, legal contracts are normally used to regulate the interac-
tion between two or more trading parties. When conducting business electron-
ically, electronic contracts would be needed to regulate business interactions.
By regulation we mean compliance checking and/or enforcement of business-to-
business (B2B) partner interactions to ensure that they comply with the rights
and obligations of partners, B2B process specifications and standardized mes-
sage exchange patterns. Appropriately specified electronic contracts can play a
central role in compliance checking and enforcement.
Electronic contracts need to specify both functional and non-functional re-
quirements. Functional requirements are equivalent to the terms and conditions
of traditional legal contracts, expressing what business operations the partners
are permitted, obliged and prohibited to execute. They also stipulate when and
in what order the operations can executed. For instance, for a buyer-seller busi-
ness partnership, the contract will stipulate when purchase orders are to be
submitted and within how many days of receiving payment the goods have to
be delivered, etc. Non-functional requirements (stated in terms of Service Level
Agreements) on the other hand stipulate the requirements of the infrastructure
that the business partners use to interact with each other, namely, the quality
of the service. For example, a non-functional requirement might specify that
an offered service is expected to provide a response time below 25 milliseconds
during business hours. This paper focuses on functional requirements.
A primitive B2B message based interaction (referred to as a business con-
versation) is executed with the intention of exchanging one or more electronic
business documents (e.g., a purchase order, invoice). Messages in a given business
conversation (as stipulated in industry standards such as RosettaNet Partner In-
terface Processes[1, 2], ebXML[3]) have various timing and validity constraints
for the successful completion of the conversation. Thus a failure to deliver a
valid message within its time constraint could cause conflicting views of an in-
teraction (one party regarding it as timely whilst the other party regarding it as
untimely). A conflict can also arise if a message is delivered but processed due to
some message validity condition not met at the receiver: the sender assumes that
the message is being processed whereas the receiver rejected it. Such conflicts
will eventually lead the parties to divergent views on the state of the shared
business activity, and therefore on contract compliance. Consider for example a
buyer who makes a payment: has the buyer met his obligation? Could it be that
the payment event, as observed by the seller, occurred after the deadline stipu-
lated in the contract, thus from his view the buyer has not met the obligation?
What if the buyer makes a payment within the deadline but, unknown to him,
the attempt does not succeed due to a technical problem at the seller’s end?
To resolve such issues, we introduce a monitoring component called Contract
Compliance Checker (CCC) provided with the specification of the contract in
force and capable of observing significant events while the partners are interact-
ing. The function of the CCC is then to maintain a record of events and act as an
arbiter to provide answers to the questions raised earlier. It should be clear that,
in order to establish the validity of the actions of trading partners with respect
to the contract in force, the CCC must take into account the distributed nature
of the underlying computations by paying due attention to timing and message
validity constraints as well as the impact of any software and hardware related
problems encountered during interactions (e.g., node crashes, clock skews, un-
predictable transmission delays, message loss etc.). Existing work on contract
specification and monitoring has not paid enough attention to these aspects.
We remedy the situation by presenting a technique for representing contractual
rights, obligations and prohibitions of trading partners and discuss what events
need to be captured from (or equivalently, supplied by) the underlying messaging
middleware and how they can be combined in a careful manner by the CCC for
evaluating contractual compliance. The paper essentially develops a model that
underpins the CCC —the main contribution of the paper— and discusses how
the model can form the basis for developing contract representation languages
and run time systems for monitoring and enforcing contract compliance.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the relevant
concepts that underpin our model: contracts, business conversations and the
overall event management architecture. In Section 3, we define our basic concepts
and present our model. In Section 4, we present an example to illustrate our
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model using a sample contract. Then we present related work in Section 5.
Finally, in Section 6 we present our future research directions.
2 Background Concepts
2.1 Contracts
The business scenario that motivated our research is depicted in Fig. 1. The
buyer and the seller represent two autonomous organizations that have chosen
to conduct business by means of exchanging messages over Internet communi-
cation channels. To interact, the buyer and the seller need to expose to each
other interfaces to their private business processes (their actual business infras-
tructure); in the figure these interfaces are represented by the public business
processB and public business processS , respectively. To preserve their autonomy,
the buyer and the seller conceal behind their public business processes those as-
pects of their business that they do not wish to disclose; in the figure this is
represented by the private business processB and private business processS .
Fig. 1. Private and public business processes.
The whole business interaction between the buyer and the seller can be
regarded as the execution of a shared cross–organizational business process,
composed out of public business processB and public business processS . No-
tice that public business processB and public business processS are composed
out of a set of complementary business conversations, for example, Purchase
Order conversationB and Purchase Order conversationS ; and Notify of Invoice
conversationB and Notify of Invoice conversationS [4]. We assume that the buyer
and the seller chose to stipulate terms and conditions of their interaction in
a conventional business contract. Such a contract is used to derive the cross–
organizational business process; that is, the business operations stipulated in
the contract are mapped into business conversations. For example, the opera-
tion Issue a Purchase Order of clause C1 of our sample contract later in this
Section is mapped into a conversation to execute a purchase order. It is worth
mentioning that the buyer and the seller are in a peer-to-peer relationship in
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the sense that both have the potential and means for initiating business conver-
sations. We are interested in the design of contract-derived mechanisms for the
observance of contractual terms and conditions; in the figure, this mechanism is
represented by the box labelled Contract Compliance Checker.
One can extract from a contract a list of clauses stating rights (R), obliga-
tions (O) and prohibitions (P), and any associated constraints that the business
partners are expected to honour. Informally, a right is something that a business
partner is allowed to do; an obligation is something that a business partner is
expected to do unless they wish to take the risk of being penalized; finally, a
prohibition is something that a business partner is not expected to do unless
they are prepared to be penalized. Each contractual party is represented by one
or more agents (not necessarily humans), taking on roles to become role players,
responsible for initiating and responding to business conversations. Our model
can support n role players, but in the scenario presented in this paper we will
assume that only two roles, buyer and seller have been defined. As an example,
we show below seven clauses from a hypothetical contract where we explicitly
identify rights, obligations, prohibitions and constraints. It is worth clarifying
that these clauses are not meant to form a complete list; a practical contract
would have additional clauses detailing other aspects of the interaction.
– C1: The buyer has the right to submit a Purchase Order (Right), as long
as it is from Monday to Friday and from 9am to 5pm (Constraint).
– C2: The seller has the obligation to accept or reject a Purchase Order within
24 hours (Obligation). If this obligation is not followed upon, the seller will
be obliged to pay a fine within 24 hours (Obligation).
– C3: If the Purchase Order is accepted, the seller is obliged to submit an
invoice within 24 hours (Obligation).
– C4: The buyer has the obligation to pay the due amount within seven days
of reception of the invoice (Obligation).
– C5: Once payment has been received, the seller is obliged to deliver the
goods within seven days (Obligation). This will remove all obligations and
conclude the contract.
– C6: If the buyer does not satisfy the obligation to pay, or cancels the Pur-
chase Order after the goods have been delivered (Prohibition), the buyer
will be sanctioned, imposing an obligation to pay a fine (Obligation).
2.2 Business Conversations
Business conversations usually have various Quality of Service (QoS) constraints
(timing, security, message validation, etc.). To illustrate this, we take the specific
case of RosettaNet Partner Interface Processes (PIPs), that define basic busi-
ness conversations [1, 2]. Each PIP document specifies the vocabulary and the
business process with the choreography of the message dialogue, and includes
business action and business signal(acknowledgment) messages. RosettaNet is
employed here only as a running example of a possible communication standard.
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In RosettaNet, a buyer is expected to use the Request Purchase Order PIP
3A4, to express its desire to buy. In a similar fashion, the seller is expected to
use PIP 3C3 (Notification of Invoice) to invoice the buyer. A graphical repre-
sentation of these two PIPs is shown in Fig. 2(a).
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Fig. 2. Timelines and validity constraints.
Notice that the receiver of an action message is obliged to acknowledge it by
sending a signal message back within two hours. Although each PIP performs a
conceptually simple action, in an asynchronous environment, such as the Internet
(where communication and processing delays can be unpredictable), we face
the problem that the PIP initiator (e.g., seller, for PIP 3C3) and its responder
(buyer, for PIP 3C3) could end up with contradictory views of a PIP execution.
For example, in PIP 3C3, if the ReceiptAcknowledgment signal message is lost or
arrives after the two hour limit, the buyer’s and seller’s views could respectively
be successful and failed termination; subsequent executions of public business
processes at each end could diverge, causing business level errors. RosettaNet
relies on negative acknowledgments to synchronize trading partners at PIP level
and minimize the errors propagated to the business application [2]; however, as
discussed below, some errors inevitably could propagate to the business level.
Both action and signal messages must satisfy what is known as base-validation.
This validation is always performed by the receiver’s PIP implementation, ver-
ifying against a static set of syntactic and data validation rules. A positive
acknowledgment is sent to indicate that an action message has been received
and successfully base-validated. A negative acknowledgment is sent to indicate
that an action message has been received but failed its base-validation. Action
messages must also satisfy what is known as content-validation as well before
they can be accepted by the receiver’s business application. Content-validation
involves the verification of the semantics of the message against the receiver’s
internal business rules. This validation varies from trading partner to trading
partner and is normally performed by the receiver’s private business process.
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The relevance of base and content validation (base-val and content-val, respec-
tively) is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), where for simplicity we use a single action
message (PIP 3C3). The figure illustrates how the states of the buyer or seller
can become mutually inconsistent when the action message is base-valid but
content-invalid. When the buyer discovers the error, it signals a failure to alert
the seller; for this RosettaNet provides a special Notification of failure PIP 0A1.
Given the wide variety of events that can be generated at both sides of a
conversation (send, receive, timeout, retry,. . . ), it is worthwhile to examine if
any aggregation can be performed to make only a few significant events visible
to the Contract Compliance Checker. Our approach, to be discussed in Sec-
tion 3.6, is inspired by the ebXML specification [3]; it consists of treating each
conversation as an atomic execution unit, the execution of which generates just
two events (one per participant) chosen from the set {Success, BusinessFailure,
TechnicalFailure}.
3 Model and Definitions
3.1 Communications Infrastructure and Architecture
Business conversations are executed over a Message Oriented Middleware (MOM),
that takes care of their queueing and delivery. Business partners interact with
each other in a loosely coupled manner using the MOM (Fig. 3(a)).
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Fig. 3. Communication Infrastructure with Contract Compliance Checker.
3.2 The Contract Compliance Checker
The Contract Compliance Checker (CCC) is a neutral entity (conceptually lo-
cated between the interacting parties) that observes the ongoing business trans-
actions and verifies their compliance with the contractual clauses. Fig. 3(b) shows
a layout of the internal components of the CCC. The Event Composer is respon-
sible for composing events out of the basic ones received from the MOM and for
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delivering them to the Event Logger and Event Queue. Examples of basic events
are the outcome about the initiation of a conversation and the independent out-
comes that each partner declares about the completion of a given conversation
(see Section 3.6). The Event Logger keeps a history of the interactions between
the business partners as seen by the CCC. The Event Queue holds all composite
events awaiting to be processed by an entity called the Relevance Engine (RE)
that is responsible for executing any rule triggered by these events. The RE can
query the Event Logger when it executes rules with historical constraints. The
Current ROP sets are the sets of rights, obligations and prohibitions assigned
to the role players (to the buyer and seller in our example) at a given time. The
Contract Repository holds the contractual clauses in an electronic format that
can be consulted by the RE. The Time Keeper keeps track of the expiry time of
rights, obligations and prohibitions. When a timeout expires, the Time Keeper
generates a timeout event and forwards it to the Event Logger and to the Event
Queue. In this way, the expiration of rights, obligations and prohibitions is re-
garded as another event. As explained at large in Section 3.8, the responsibility
of the RE is to keep the ROP sets updated, adding and deleting operations as
the contractual interactions develops. In the rest of this paper, we assume that
(1) system clocks are synchronized to a known accuracy to provide a global time
base; (2) the Event Composer uses the relevant subscription mechanisms of the
MOM to receive events in temporal order; (3) the components inside the dashed
box of Fig. 3(a) are reliable; however, the buyer’s and seller’s infrastructure as
well as communication lines that link them to the MoM, might fail and recover;
and (4) a Trusted Third Party has been used to implement the CCC.
3.3 Role Players, Business Operations, Rights, Obligations,
Prohibitions
A role player is an agent (not necessarily human) that takes on and plays a
role defined in the contract. We can extract from a contract a finite set B =
{bo1, . . . , bon} of business operations that make up the vocabulary of the shared
business process. Any operation not in B is said to be an unknown business
operation. In our buyer–seller example, we would have B ={Submit Purchase
Order, Accept Purchase Order, ...}. As stated earlier, a given basic operation is
performed by executing the corresponding basic conversation.
A deadline is a time constraint imposed on rights, obligations and prohibi-
tions. We use an expression t evaluating to a time to represent deadlines; the
absence of t is taken as no deadline constraint.
Rights are sets of business operations that a role player is allowed to perform;
formally, we can define a right as a tuple r = (X, t) where X ⊆ B and t is an
optional deadline. In our buyer–seller scenario the right to submit a purchase
order (clause C1) is an example of a right with no deadline. A business operation
boi ∈ B matches a right r = (X, t) (indicated with boi ` r) if boi ∈ X.
An obligation is a role player’s commitment to execute one out of a set of
business operations by a deadline; it can be formally defined as a tuple (Y, t)
where Y ⊆ B and t is a mandatory deadline parameter. An example of obligation
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in our buyer–seller scenario is the obligation to pay an invoice within seven days
(clause C4). A business operation boi ∈ B matches an obligation o = (Y, t)
(indicated with boi ` o) if boi ∈ Y .
In our model, we explicitly deal with prohibitions, rather than simply treat-
ing them as complement to the sets of rights, in order to distinguish between
prohibited operations the execution of which results in sanctions and unexpected
operations (within the context of the contractual clauses) that should not be ex-
ecuted by business partners. Therefore we define prohibitions as sets of business
operations stipulated in the contract clauses the execution of which results in
penalties, formally defined as tuples (Z, t) where Z ⊆ B and t is an optional
deadline. A business operation type boi ∈ B matches a prohibition p = (Z, t)
(indicated with boi ` p) if boi ∈ Z.
3.4 Sets of Rights, Obligations, Prohibitions and Contract
Compliance
We use Rrp, Orp and Prp to represent, respectively, the sets of rights, obligations
and prohibitions currently assigned to a role player rp. We use ROPrp to refer
to the Rrp, Orp and Prp of a role player rp and ROP sets to refer to the R, O
and P of all the role players. A business operation boi matches a role player’s
Rrp, Orp or Prp (boi ` Rrp, boi ` Orp, boi ` Prp) if it respectively matches a
right, an obligation or a prohibition in them.
The Rrp, Orp and P rp are dynamic: the CCC adds and deletes business
operations from them as the cross–organisational business process progresses
and the rp exercise their rights and acquire new obligations and prohibitions.
With these definitions in mind we can now define contract compliance. At the
abstraction level defined by the contract, we say that a given operation bo ex-
ecuted by a role player rp at time t is contract compliant if the execution took
place in accordance with the contractual clauses. At the abstraction level where
events are manipulated, we say that bo is contract compliant if bo ` ROPrp,
that is, bo ∈ B and matches a right, obligation or prohibition assigned to the
role player. It follows that non–contract compliant operations for a role player
rp can be defined by (B − (Rrp ∪Orp ∪ Prp)) ∪B; where B − (Rrp ∪Orp ∪ Prp)
represents operations in B executed out of context; and B is the complement
of B and defines the operations that are not part of the vocabulary (unknown
operations). The CCC reacts only to contract compliant operations and ignores
non–contract compliant, as it does not have the means to handle them because
they were left accidentally or intentionally unspecified by the contract designers.
It is worth emphasising that as it is, our CCC is only an observer that makes no
assumptions or have control over the behaviour of the interacting partners (it is
up to them to honour or violate the contract); the CCC can only tell whether a
given operation is contract–compliant or not. Note that a role player rp should
never simultaneously be permitted and prohibited (or obliged and prohibited)
to execute a business operation at any given time.
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3.5 Events and Event Attributes
Within the context of our model, events are records about the occurrence of
business activities [5]. Events are generated by the business partners as they
execute business conversations, or by the Time Keeper component of the CCC
when deadlines expire. They have five attributes: the operation type (the type
of business operation the initiation or execution of which generated the event,
or, in case of a deadline expiry, the type of business operation for which the
deadline expired), the originator (the role player that originated the event, such
as the buyer in a purchase order), the responder (the role player to which the
operation is addressed, such as the seller in a purchase order), the time stamp
(the time —as seen by the originator’s clock— of the occurrence the operation),
and the status (the outcome of the operation as seen by the originator of the
event, see below).
3.6 Event Generation and Composition
Initiation of a Business Conversation: In our model we assume that for each
conversation we have a unique initiator and a unique responder. The initiator is
the party that initiates the execution the conversation, for example, to exercise
a right. The responder is the party invited to converse; he might accept the
invitation, deliberately ignore it or be technically unable to respond to it. To
cover these possibilities we use an explicit initiation handshake to guarantee that
the execution of a conversation starts only when the two parties have agreed
to be ready for it. A good example of a handshake protocol is the three-way
handshake protocol used to establish TCP connections [6]. The outcome of an
initiation handshake is either the InitSuccess or InitFailure event (successful or
failure initiation, respectively) generated by the initiator.
Execution Outcomes of a Business Conversation: We assume that once
the execution of a conversation is started (that is, once InitSuccess has generated
by the initiator), it will be eventually and unilaterally declared completed by the
two parties. The model, following ebXML specification [3], assumes that eventu-
ally each party will independently declare its outcome generating an event with a
status of Success, BusinessFailure or TechnicalFailure, which is reported to the
Event Composer. When a party considers that, as far as it is concerned, the con-
versation completed successfully, it generates the Success event. BusinessFailure
and TechnicalFailure events model the (hopefully rare) execution outcomes when
a party is unable to reach the normal end of a conversation due to exceptional
situations. The BusinessFailure event models failures detected at the business
level for example, at content–validation time; for instance, the goods–delivery
address extracted from the business document is invalid. The TechnicalFailure
event models failures detected at the middleware level, for example, a missing
message. In some situations, our model needs the support of the MOM to gener-
ate events on the party’s behalf. For example, when a party’s computer system
is persistently down, a TechnicalFailure event will be generated by the MOM
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after failing to receive any responses from the party in question. The combina-
tions of the three possible outcome events from the originator and responder in
a conversation execution is summarised in Table 1. The third column represents
the status of the composite event computed by the Event Composer.
Table 1. Outcomes of Event Combination.
Originator Responder Composite event
Success Success Success
Success BusinessFailure BusinessFailure
BusinessFailure Success BusinessFailure
BusinessFailure BusinessFailure BusinessFailure
Success TechnicalFailure TechnicalFailure
BusinessFailure TechnicalFailure TechnicalFailure
TechnicalFailure Success TechnicalFailure
TechnicalFailure BusinessFailure TechnicalFailure
TechnicalFailure TechnicalFailure TechnicalFailure
The type of the composite event is derived from the operation type and the
status of the basic events the Event Composer receives. When a conversation is
successfully initiated and its execution started, the status of the composite event
is derived from the local outcomes of the execution; when a conversation fails to
initiate, its status is InitFailure. Thus, given a business operation boi ∈ B, the
Event Composer can compose events matching boi of five possible types, namely,
InitSuccess, InitFailure, Successful, BusinessFailure, TechnicalFailure. For exam-
ple, from the business operation Purchase Order Submission the Event Composer
can generate the event types POSubInitSuccess, POSubInitFailure, POSubSuc-
cess, POSubBusinessFailure and POSubTechnicalFailure. Likewise, the compos-
ite event is stamped with time as read from the clock of the CCC.
3.7 Rules
In our model rules are Event–Condition–Action (ECA) statements derived from
the contractual clauses, converted into an electronic format and stored in the
Contract Repository; they can be regarded as the electronic representation of the
contract. Rules specify how the ROP sets of the role players change in response
to events. A rule has the form r = ((e ≡ eventType), {c1, ..., cn})→ {a1, ..., am}
where e is an event, c1, ..., cn are historical or ROP constraints, and a1, ..., am
are actions executed if the constraints on the left hand side of the rule are all
true. This is an example of a rule:
((e ≡ POSubmissionSuccess), (PurchaseOrderSubmission ` Re.originator))
→ {Oe.responder+ = ({AcceptPurchaseOrder,RejectPurchaseOrder}, ‘24h′)}
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This statement can be read in English as “If the event currently being exam-
ined is of type Purchase Order Submission, and its originator has the right to
execute Purchase Order Submission, then impose on the responder the obligation
to accept or reject the purchase order within 24 hours”.
We do not discuss here how rules are derived but assume the existence of a
verified set of rules; yet it is worth observing that the correspondence between
contractual clauses expressed in natural language and rules stored in the Con-
tract Repository is not one–to–one, but many–to–many. Notice that depending
on where and how conditions are expressed and verified, the designer can take
different alternatives for converting clauses into rules. The approach taken im-
pacts the functionality and complexity of the Relevance Engine. In our approach
(see for example R1 in Subsection 4.2), all the conditions related to event at-
tributes (e.g., valid day to submit a purchase order) are encoded within the rule.
However, the condition related to contract compliance (e.g., has the buyer the
right to submit a purchase order?) is encoded in the ROP sets. Thus, upon re-
ceiving an event, the Relevance Engine needs to inspect both the rule and the
ROP sets. Another alternative would be to build a more sophisticated Relevance
Engine capable of updating the ROP sets (e.g., adding a right to submit a pur-
chase order on Monday and removing it on Friday) on the basis of information
deduced from the conditions encoded in the rule.
Event Constraints An event constraint is a Boolean expression of the form
e ≡ eventType; it evaluates to TRUE if e is of type eventType and to FALSE if
it is not. For example, the constraint that an event e should be of type POSub-
missionSuccess can be expressed as e ≡ POSubmissionSuccess.
Event Attribute Constraints An event attribute constraint is a Boolean
expression involving the attributes of an event. As an example, the constraint
that the originator of an event should be the buyer role player can be expressed
as e.originator == “buyer”.
Historical Constraints A historical constraint is a Boolean expression of ar-
bitrary complexity used to query the Event Logger about the existence of one
or more events in its historical records. It has the form happened(role player,
time interval, event type, status). As an example, the condition imposing the
constraint that the originator of an event e has submitted a successful purchase
order within the time interval [t, t′] is happened(e.originator, [t, t’], Purchase-
OrderSubmission, success).
ROP Constraints A ROP constraint is a Boolean expression to verify if a
business operation matches one of the ROP sets of a role player. It has the form
OperationType`ROPSet. As an example, the condition to express the constraint
that the originator of an event e should have the right to execute a purchase
order is PurchaseOrderSubmission ` Re.originator.
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Manipulation of the the ROP sets The ROP sets are manipulated by the
Relevance Engine with the help of the + = and − = actions used to grant and
remove, respectively, rights, obligations and prohibitions from the ROP sets. For
example, the right to submit a purchase order without time constraints can be
granted to a role player rp by the operation Rrp+ = ({PurchaseOrderSubmission}).
Such a right can be removed by Rrp− = PurchaseOrderSubmission.
Contracts Given the above definitions, a contract can be described as a set of
involved parties P , a set of role players R, a set of business operations B and a
set of rules R.
3.8 Functionality of The Relevance Engine
The current state of the contractual interaction is determined by the ROP sets
since they define what operations the role players are expected to execute next.
The job of the Relevance Engine is to update the ROP sets as composite events
are reported to it via the Event Queue. This is done by determining which of
the rules in the Contract Repository are relevant, that is, the rules for which all
constraints are true, especially the all-important ROP constraint. The algorithm
executed by Relevance Engine is the following:
1. Fetch the first event e from the Event Queue.
2. Query the Contract Repository to identify the relevant rules for e.
3. For each relevant rule r, execute the actions listed in its right hand side.
This normally results in the execution of + = and − = operations on the
ROP sets of the two or more role players.
A relevant feature of this algorithm is that the CCC ignores all events related
to non–compliant operations as there are no relevant rules for them.
4 An Illustrative Example
4.1 Analysis of the Sample Contract
To show how our model can be applied, we will analyse the contract between the
buyer and seller presented in Section 2. From the contract we can derive R =
{buyer, seller} , B = {POSubmission, POAcceptance, PORejection, POCan-
cellation, Invoice, InvoicePayment, GoodsDelivery, FinePayment}, where PO
stands for Purchase Order. For each business operation in B, there are five
event types: two for its successful and unsuccessful initiation, one for its suc-
cessful termination, one for its technical failure and one for its business failure.
We will assume that at the beginning of the life cycle of this contract, the ROP
sets of the buyer and the seller are Rbuyer = {({POSubmission}}, Obuyer = ∅,
Pbuyer = ∅, and Rseller = ∅, Oseller = ∅, Pseller = ∅.
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4.2 From Clauses to Rules
Given the role players, the event types and the contractual clauses we can derive
the set of rules:
((e ≡ POSubmissionSuccess),
{e.originator = ‘buyer′, e.day ∈ [Mon, ...Fri], e.time ∈ [9, 17], POSubmission ` Rbuyer})
→ {Oseller+ = ({POAcceptance, PORejection}, ‘24h‘)} (R1)
((e ≡ POAcceptanceSuccess, {e.originator = ‘seller′, POAcceptance ` Oseller})
→ {Oseller− = ({POAcceptance, PORejection}, ‘24h′), Oseller+ = ({Invoice}, ‘24h′)} (R2)
((e ≡ POAcceptanceTimeout, {e.originator = ‘seller′, POAcceptance ` Oseller})
→ {Oseller− = ({POAcceptance, PORejection}, ‘24h′), Oseller+ = ({FinePayment}, ‘24h′)}
(R3)
((e ≡ InvoiceSuccess), {e.originator = ‘seller′, Invoice ` Oseller})
→ {Oseller− = ({Invoice}, ‘24h′), Obuyer+ = ({InvoicePay}, ‘7d′)} (R4)
((e ≡ InvoicePaymentSuccess), {e.originator = ‘buyer′, InvoicePayment ` Obuyer})
→ {Obuyer− = ({InvoicePay}, ‘24h′), Oseller+ = ({GoodsDelivery}, ‘7d′)} (R5)
((e ≡ GoodsDeliverySuccess), {e.originator = ‘seller′, GoodsDelivery ` Oseller})
→ {Oseller− = ({GoodsDelivery}, ‘7d′)} (R6)
((e ≡ PaymentTimeout), {e.originator = ‘buyer′, InvoicePayment ` Obuyer})
→ {Rbuyer+ = ({FinePayment})} (R7)
((e ≡ POCancellationSuccess), {e.originator = ‘buyer′, happened(GoodsDelivery, buyer, success)})
→ {Rbuyer+ = ({FinePayment})} (R8)
R1 triggers when the buyer submits a purchase order, and imposes on the
seller the obligation to accept or reject the order. R2 triggers if the seller accepts
the purchase order, imposing on him the obligation to invoice the buyer within
24 hours. The obligation to accept or reject the order, no longer needed, is
revoked. R3 triggers if the seller does not fulfil his obligation to accept or reject
an order, and imposes the obligation to compensate by paying a fine within 24
hours. R4 imposes a seven day deadline on the buyer to satisfy his obligation
to pay his invoice when the seller sends him one. R5 triggers when the buyer
successfully pays for his purchase, imposing an obligation on the seller to deliver
the goods within seven days. R6 triggers when the paid goods are delivered, and
removes the seller’s obligation. R7 and R8 respectively trigger when the buyer
does not pay the invoice within the deadline and when the buyer cancels the
purchase order after goods delivery; in both rules the buyer is sanctioned, with
an obligation to pay a fine imposed on him.
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4.3 Exception Handling with Rules
Rules bridge the gap between the world of events and the world of rights, obli-
gations and prohibitions, linking captured events with modifications to the ROP
sets. Since failure outcomes result in events reported to the CCC, its is possible
to handle exceptional situations at rule level; it is left to the contracting parties
to decide what rules to include to recover them. As it is, our buyer–seller contract
has no provision for handling extraordinary circumstances, yet it is quite possible
that failures prevent the two participants from satisfying their obligations. As a
first example, let us imagine that the buyer has an obligation to pay an invoice;
payment is attempted (that is, the buyer attempts to initiate the a payment
conversation) but a technical failure occurs (maybe due to a network or hard-
ware problems in the seller’s side) that prevents the buyer from satisfying his
pending obligation. If this happens, the buyer will generate an InitFailure event
to be sent to the Event Composer and forwarded to the CCC. An alternative to
handle this event is the addition of the following clause to the contract: “The
Buyer has the right to have the deadline for payment extended by seven days if
attempts to pay an invoice fail due to technical reasons (Right). No extensions
to the deadline will be granted if the causes of the failure are of business nature
(Constraint)”. The rule expressing this clause will include an event constraint
of type InvoicePaymentInitFailure to capture failure to initiate the conver-
sation and another one of type InvoicePaymentTechnicalFailure to capture
technical failures emerging from the actual execution of the conversation:
((e ≡ InvoicePayTechnicalFailure)||(e ≡ InvoicePayInitFailure)),
{e.originator = ‘buyer′, InvoicePay ` Obuyer})
→ {Obuyer− = InvoicePay,Obuyer+ = (InvoicePay, ‘7d′)}
This rule extends the deadline by revoking the expired obligation to pay and
replacing it with a new one that expires seven days later. This additional time
interval will hopefully help to solve the problem that is at the root of the failure.
As a second example, we can imagine a situation where the seller fails to
fulfil a pending obligation (say, deliver paid goods) due to a business failure. If
this happens, the Event Composer will receive a business failure event from the
seller, the buyer or both, and generate a composite event of type GoodsDeliv-
eryBusinessFailure to be forwarded to the CCC. To handle the composite event
we will add another clause to the contract: “The Seller has the right to have
the deadline for delivery extended by seven days (Right) if attempts to deliver
goods fail due to business reasons (Constraint)”. This clause can be expressed
with this rule:
((e ≡ GoodsDeliveryBusinessFailure), {e.originator = ‘buyer′, GoodsDelivery ` Oseller})
→ {Oseller− = GoodsDelivery,Oseller+ = (GoodsDelivery, ‘7d′)}
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In practical applications, persistent failures could cause these additional rules
to extend the life of the contract beyond reasonable length, and open the door
to malicious exploitation, as a party could generate false failures to extend a
deadline to its convenience. This can be prevented by adding rules to take care
of this, for example sanctioning a party generating more than a given number
of failures, or terminating the contract if the number of technical or business
failures goes above a given threshold.
5 Related Work
The issue of contract enforcement at run time has been the subject of interest
of several researchers. LGI (Law-Governed Interaction)is suggested in [7, 8] as a
means of regulating contractual interactions between two or more autonomous
and distributed agents (e.g., a buyer and seller). Its basic idea is to place a
controller, instrumented with the law (e.g., the contractual clauses), between
each agent and the network to intercept messages and enforce the law. Though
exception handling is mentioned, this issue is not central to LGI.
In [9–11] policy statements are specified in a deontic logic notation to pre-
cisely define the permissions, prohibitions, obligations, actions, and temporal and
non-temporal conditions that a role player needs to fulfil to satisfy the contract.
The expressiveness of deontic notation allows the contract designer to verify
(with the assistance of software tools) temporal and deontic inconsistencies in
the contract.
We acknowledge that we are not the first authors to suggest an event–centric
approach (also called, history–based) to model contracts. In [12], for instance, an
event–centric mechanism is used to monitor contractual service level agreements:
contractual norms (permissions and obligations statements) are activated and
deactivated by the occurrence of events. For example, the occurrence of the event
“Consumer’s mailbox > N Gigabytes”, activates a norm with a consumer’s obli-
gation to pay a penalty. The actual computation model is event calculus-based,
so it offers the user built–in primitives for querying at run time what norms
are active and inactive. In this aspect our model bears a strong similarity; the
examination of the buyer’s and seller’s current sets of right, obligations and pro-
hibitions in our model, would produce similar results. Heimdhal [13] is another
history–based policy engine that is related to our work. It is aimed at enforcing
resource usage policies such as “No execution should last more than one sec-
ond”. The policy monitor in Heimdhal decides what actions are legal, from that
perspective it is similar to our relevance engine; however, the policy monitor in
Heimdhal is an enforcer as it takes actions to enforce policies when something
has to be done, for example, it would abort a job after a second of execution.
In contrast, our relevance engine is a passive observer that does not interfere
with the business process. It only records all business operations executed by
the interacting parties and separates them into contract compliance and con-
tract non–compliance. Another ECA based contract enforcer is discussed in [14].
The central idea here is to mediate the interaction between each pair of com-
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munication objects by an enforcing Synchronisation Point (SP) which roughly
corresponds to our Relevance Engine; it receives the event triggered by the ini-
tiator of the operation (e.g. Submitting payment by credit card); consults the
contract clauses stored in a knowledge base and decides whether the operation
complies with the contract or not. The operation is allowed in the first case and
disallowed in the second.
The use of events and rules in business process monitoring is also discussed in
[15]. The interest here is in monitoring business situations as seen from a single
party. The authors did not consider the possibility of conflicting outcomes; for
example, where an order is shipped in time but rejected by the shopper because
he considers that it did not arrive in time. In [16] an event–driven–architecture
for cross-organisational business processes is discussed; events are used to model
normal and exceptional outcomes; however, exceptional outcomes covers only
what we call business failures, that is, technical failures are not addressed.
The need of exception handling in Web service composition is recognised
in [17]. We share with this work the interests in exception handling; however,
the computation model here is client–server whereas ours is peer–to–peer. Ex-
ception handling in workflow executions is discussed in [18]. Again, we depart
from this work as we focus on peer–to–peer interactions. Another work on con-
tract monitoring that mentions exception handling is the ER–EC framework
[19]. The exceptions of interest here are those that emerge due to business rea-
sons(e.g., bounced check); unlike ours, this work does not consider exceptions
due to technical reasons.
A common feature of the above paper and several others available in the
literature is that they are mainly focused on the logical aspects of the execution
of the business contract or business process and do not consider the distributed
nature of the environment where the application executes. In this order, they do
not account for exceptional situations due to the message delay, loss, business
invalid messages, as we do in our model. In contrast, our approach can be con-
sidered implementation–oriented with focus on exception handling due to the
distributed nature of peer–to–peer business applications. Our aim is to model
potential problems that distributed applications should be able to tolerate. An-
other common feature of the above mentioned publications is that they aim at
contract enforcement. The distinctive feature of the CCC of our work is that it is
a passive observer that can be used as the basis for building more sophisticated
mechanisms (enforcers for instance). Our approach is also modular: we define the
responsibilities of the underlying messaging middleware that supports business
conversations, and develop our model that can be used for supporting a variety
of business functionalities that include exception handlers, monitors, enforcers
and contract specification systems.
Synchronisation of loosely coupled business partners by means of handshake
synchronisation protocols and publish/subscribe middleware is discussed in [20]
and [21], respectively.
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6 Future Work
There are several ways our model can be used and enhanced for building subsys-
tems for contract compliant business process executions. So far, we have assumed
the CCC to be a passive observer. It is clear that the information available to
the CCC can be used profitably by business partners. For example, a partner
can get the “true” view of the termination of business operations from the CCC,
and use that to drive its business process, thereby eliminating (or substantially
reducing the occurrences of) the situations that arise due to divergence in views.
A natural extension of this idea would be to convert the CCC in a contract
enforcer that prevents the partners from performing prohibited operations. The
enforcer can also be made proactive whereby it can remind partners of their
obligations well before the deadlines.
The notation we have used in our illustrative example hints at the type of
contract representation language that our model can easily support. We have
indeed done some preliminary work on designing a language of this kind [22],
and on developing an experimental, simplified implementation of a Relevance
Engine on top of the rule engine Drools by JBoss [23]. With this background in
place, we believe it is quite possible to carry on our work and design an expressive
language for contractual specification and develop a feature rich version of a CCC
with enforcing capabilities.
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